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With the development of modern science and technology, the Internet 
is increasingly embedded in People's Daily life. In social and public 
life, based on opening and interactiv features of Internet platform, 
internet-based collective action as a way to participate promptly 
become popular in field of public health and disaster relief, 
environmental protection and social political movement, etc. In such 
a background, the problems still remain to be answered is, how is social 
individual being absorbed into collective action. Based on the 
preliminary understanding of character of collective action in network 
society, we select a theoretical perspective to examine the 
implementation of collective action. We look into how individual 
transand the private sphere into public sphere. Specifically, on the 
one hand, to discuss when border-cross cost is still high, what is its 
external and internal power and mechanism of border-cross cost? In the 
specific events, how to find the motivation and mechanism? On the other 
hand, when cost of border-cross cost is low, what kind of the dynamic 
mechanism exists and motivates the action of border-cross? And social 
and cultural context in China creat what conditions for it? What meaning 
does it have for understanding collective action in China?  
In order to answer these questions, we selected two types of 
collective action of environmental protection as case, one is the NIMBY 
movement, and is another is daily environmental action, typically the 
PM2.5 events.  
By compare cases of Liulitun, Panyu and Xi’erqi events, we found 
that while inheriting traditional action repertoire, there are some new 
and unique repertoires in the struggle. More importantly, we found a 
mode of organization based on the Internet. That is, people action 
becomes increasingly less relied on organization in protest,they choose 
a kind of virtual organization mode to promote the development of the 
movement. We named it mode of“non-organization organized”. And with 
power of collective consciousness,more and more people transand the 














Then, we discuss case of PM2.5 event and explore a daily embodied 
mode of collective action. Through an analysis of Sina micro blog, we 
found the “struggle” culture has transformed from grand, epic way to 
more mundane and more playful way. “Struggle under the mouse” lead 
by opinion leaders and ordinary Internet users take ways of daily report, 
playful and “fun” and online outrage to respond to them. Finally, they 
get response from the government. From the respondents’ description 
and reflection, we see participation enthusiasm movtivated by inner 
desire of expression and social contact, and a big wave by Circle of 
Friends. It is the power source of collective action embedded in the 
daily life.  
Finally, the article argues that under the background of network 
society, discussing collective action need keen observation and 
experience of attribute of social space. That is to say, when the 
individual involve in an action, they first need to cross the border 
of private and public. In this paper, based on this thought, we discuss 
motivation of people’s border-cross action. Through the description 
and analysis of two types of environmental collective action, we 
emphasis three points, first, the imagination of collective 
presence.Second, is the trend of“non-organization organized”.Third, 
“protest” as socal contact.Individual in the network society is 
sticked by these three kinds of power, and more and more transend from 
the private sphere to the public sphere, involving in social public life 
or collective action, and also make a pursuit of justice and democratic 
society. Yet, it is important to note that in China's specific social, 
political, culture, the use ofconcept of the "public sphere" should be 
prudent. Besides, we need a comprehensive review on the impact of online 
activism.  
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网信息中心（CNNIC）的统计：“截至 2015 年 6 月，我国网民规模达 6.68 亿，
互联网普及率为 48.8%，手机网民规模达 5.94 亿，万人。网民中使用手机上网
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